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Abstract 

Language is 'par excellence' a matter of use among social network practitioners. In this 

respect, the analysis of language use along gender lines got its major momentum from Robin 

Lakoff's view (1975). Language, by definition, is a coined code shared by all members of the 

same speech community. Nevertheless, as language differs from one territory to another, it 

does differ, not only from one person to another, depending on social status, geographical 

location, educational background, the age of the speaker, but also between the two genders of 

the same speech community. Nonetheless, it is not very productive in sociolinguistics to talk 

of 'women's language' but rather of how women use language in specific interactions. This 

fact prompts linguists, as mainly, sociolinguists, to claim that men use words, whereas 

women use dictionaries. Correspondingly, this and many further facts lead us to question this 

reality among other differences in terms of language use among the two genders, and later on 

a sine qua nonquestion may arise in this respect that is, how and why do men differ from 

women in language use? For this purpose, a study was conducted on a data collection from 

Tlemcen regional radio. The research relies on 24 radio broadcasts of 50 minutes each to 

examine language use/usage among males and females in Tlemcen speech network. This 

paper will review the previous researches on dissimilarities in language type(s) between the 

two sexes, and then based on these differences and changes; I try to explain what has been 

noted between the two genders in language use at different levels notably the Arabic guttural 

/Ɂ/. Later on, discuss the fusion threat noted recently between the two sexes in Tlemcen 

speech community.  
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Introduction: 

It had been believed –at least among some tribes- that women talk/use different languages. 

Caribbean tribes in the small Antilles might be a good sample of such a belief that we found 

in many ethnolinguistic works. D. Brighton was –probably- the pioneer scholar who mentions 

the difference between the two sexes, stating that the Caribbean president executed all 

citizens except women who have preserved their language. In the same vein, Rochefort 

(1658) says that women have a language other than that of men. Worth to mention too that 

Rocherfort does not mean that men vs women's language as a completely independent 

process, on the other hand, he focused on the use of some expressions and utterances that are 

not allowed to be used among male; otherwise, they will be seen as shame and contempt. 

Cameron (1992:24) suggests that the questions sociolinguists need to seek answers to our 

questions about how language is being used, by real people in real situations, to construct 

gender and gender relations.   

General Characteristics: 

 

The speech of reflection among women is linguistically inferred from many other inferences 

of the speed of the speech, and the repetition of the two pronouns "he" & "she" not to denote 

the person mentioned earlier, but to indicate someone else whose ideas have just jumped to. 

Men, on the contrary, through their 'slow' thinking, think that woman is still in her first 

discussed idea. Romance examined the perception of speed between the two sexes where he 

asked about the speech among women was not only faster than men were, but also were able 

to conceive the main idea discussed in the given paragraph. Romance, accidentally 

recognized that this speed is not evidence of mental excellence or superiority; however, the 

fluency among females was the subject of debate among many nations in different parts of 

the world. For instance, according to Arro Raly; '…women's the job is to speak', and for 

Oscar Wild; '… women are beautiful sexes … they do not have anything to say, yet they say 

it in a charming way, and the idea among females is barely formed in their brains until it 

grows on their tongues'. 

 

In language matters, this idea is well crystallized in the linguistic genius in the highest 

degrees, and linguistic disability in its lowest degrees. Men exist among women, and the 

greatest preachers and famous writers were men. However, it might be patent to have some 

males who fail to describe a simple issue, as they murmured and hesitated about the fitting 

words of the simplest ideas. For that end, Annie Vikki et al (2003) points out that '' gender 

must be taken seriously in every kind and at every level of research, from practical choices to 

methodological questions, as well as at every stage the research processes. 

Do Men and Women talk differently? 

Some believe that men and women often speak differently. Let us acknowledge some facts 

that some linguists agree about.  

▪ Man disturbs women more than once. 

http://www.rjoe.org.in/
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▪ The man ignores the various issues discussed by women. 

▪ Man does not give real importance to the integration of women in debate. 

▪ Man uses direct and sharp forms in the debate, conversely, a woman uses indirect, 

and tolerant methods in her various forms of speech. e.g. '' I am not an expert, but…''. 

▪ Man uses unofficial expressions compared to a woman. 

▪ Man is more creative, as he accepts linguistic change quickly compared to a woman. 

▪ Man uses words; however, the woman uses a dictionary. Deborah Cameron 2006 

states that men use an average of around 7000 words a day; women, by contrast, use around 

20000 words per day.   

Does Gender Factor Affect the Way we talk/ Speak? 

This and many other questions will be the core interest question in the following 

sketch. This issue will be tackled from different perspectives; anthropological, 

sociolinguistic, and dialectal. First, to show how women vs men's language are different, then 

to figure out how such dissimilarity exists in language usage between the two sexes. 

At the time, sociolinguists focus on the sociolinguistic variables along with the type of 

the speaker. In the past few years, we noted an exceptional interest in this research field that 

comes with some features that may characterize language use between the two sexes.  

▪ Key may, Ritchie (1993) points out that; Females are more likely to be conservative.   

▪ Kids'language is a style that is used between mothers and their sons more than mothers and 

their daughters.  

▪ Males use 'explanation language' in addressing women; in the sense that they always 

explain things for females, and it is rare to find a man who has the patience or desire to listen 

to explanations from a woman. Interestingly, they justify such behavior through the fact that 

it is the man who gives information, and mainly he is the one who shows his superiority and 

dominance. 

▪Lakoff's (1975) views that the forms of apologies are very much tied to females. They 

always ask for excuse, redemption, being lenient on something or not; it is their way of life.  

▪ Females sit silently in situations where males speak, the ideal wife in Arab societies remains 

silent in the presence of her husband, and she speaks whispery. Key May Ritchie (1993). 

Features of Linguistic Types Among the two Genders 

In addition to the above-mentioned differences and features that characterize each 

gender, there exist some restricted physical movements, which discern one sex from the 

other.  

▪ Females, generally move forward and turn their heads towards their interlocutors, as they 

look to each other. Males, on the contrary, move back and avoid looking at each other.  

▪ Females, for example, discuss one topic in half an hour or more; they may share too, great 

information about each one of them and talk about their emotions and relationships. Males, 

by contrast, move from one subject- topic to another in a while, and they compete in narrating 

their adventures, as they favor some topics; like sports, travel, and politics…etc. 

http://www.rjoe.org.in/
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▪ Females express their tension, confusion, and feelings by placing their forefingers on their 

lower front teeth, keeping their mouths open, or placing a finger under their noses. 

Oppositely, males express such a feeling by scratching their heads, rubbing the chin, 

squeezing it by hand, or tightening the earlobe, or scratching the front of their check, or 

rubbing the nose, or placing the fingers with a bend over the mouth. 

▪In the same context, the turn-taking in conversation is dissimilar between the two sexes; in 

the sense that women are more cautious about respecting the other's turn, and ask forgiveness 

once they dominate the speech. 

▪Another feature that may demarcate the speech style between the two sexes is that man, in 

general, addresses the whole group; woman, however, usually prefers talking one to the 

other. The fact that stretches back chiefly to the lack of control in talking and revealing to 

each other. Aries (1976) says that '' …individual man frequently addresses the whole group 

(33‰ of the time on average, in Aries's experimental group), preferring an interpersonal style 

involving one-to-one interaction.  

 

Ultimately, it is not surprising that 'gender' has become an important variable in 

sociolinguistic research. Trudguil (1996) points out that: there have been some qualitative 

differences in language use which are usually tied with social stratified variables, and which 

show that women who belong to the middle class; use largely formal language forms. Men, 

on the contrary, who belonged to the lower class, or working group was found to use informal 

forms. Yet, how do we explain language use /usage phenomenon between the two sexes-if it 

ever exists- from a linguistic, anthrop linguistic, and purely sociolinguistic viewpoint? 

Despite of this -plausible- question; some scholars, such as Janet Hyde et, state that there are 

no clear and wide differences between the two sexes regarding who talks more than the other, 

from one side, and the issue of using different forms/ varieties of language raised in different 

societies, from another side. Albeit the fact that some pointed out that the results of studies, 

very often, show more similarities than differences.  

 

Nevertheless, on closer inspection of the Tlemcen speech variety between the two sexes, it 

seems that many hypotheses, theories, and patent evidence may prove deficiency in a speech 

network featured, to a recent time, by being complex in its structure, ethnicity, social 

stratification, geographical belonging, and many other variables.  

Tlemcen Speech Community 

Tlemcen is a city located in northwestern Algeria. Situated on a high ridge of the little Atlas 

Mountains thirty miles inland from the Mediterranean Sea. Tlemcen has a population of 

155.000 inhabitants (2008). The sociolinguistic situation in Tlemcen has been considered as 

the core sketch, for decades, of an unbalanced equation that strings the biological nature of 

the speaker with the social status of the users of the speech variety being practiced in a 

Tlemcen speech network.  

http://www.rjoe.org.in/
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Below a further sketch will explain the matter of language diversity according to gender 

differences, as it may even be different in pronunciation. Probably, the salient principle that 

might govern such diversity in Tlemceni speech network is the living traditions within 

Tlemceni inhabitants, from one side, and conservation and non-mixing between the two 

sexes, from another side. The latter prompted us to rely largely on audio recordings of 

various radio broadcasts by Tlemcen regional radio.  

Research Methods 

 

The sociolinguistic study, mainly conducted research on language and gender, often calls for 

some landmarks that enable sociolinguists to oversee language gender differences and which 

have at least three contributions. Dong Jinyu (2014), 95-96 points out: First, they build a 

gender pattern research paradigm based on linguistic analysis. Second, they indicate a 

successfully correlative relationship between sex-based versus class-based differences and 

enriches the variation theory connotation. Thus, using a quantitative method to study gender 

language, they contribute to find its origin according to complicated linguistic phenomena 

and improve the credibility and scientificity of such linguistic studies.  

 

The research relies on twenty-four (24)-radio broadcasts of about fifty minutes each, which 

makes 1200 minutes. He also conducted interviews inside Tlemcen University; nonetheless, 

he met some difficulties since the informants were not the original representatives of the 

speech under investigation. He thus sought to focus on old women as being the sole fertile, 

pure, and original representatives of the speech variety spoken in Tlemcen. Wartburg (1925) 

confirms this act; '' Tout le monde saitqu'enmatière de language, les femmes sont plus 

conservatrice que les hommes, qu'elleconservent plus fidèlement le parler des aieux''. He 

believes that females are more conservative than males in respect of language. The reason is 

that females almost have never left the place where they lived; females often stay at home 

and chat with their family members; they seldom have chances of contact with strangers. 

Jennifer Coates (2015) refers toPop's Gillieron who consolidated the same idea; '' Les 

femmes passent beaucoup de temps á la Maison, ensocieté, àcuisinier, à laver et qui parlent 

plus que les hommes, pris par les travaux de la comapgne, au milieu desquelsont les 

voittaciturnes, et souventisolestoute la journée''  

 

It is worth mentioning that most of the participants in the radio broadcasts were either 

businesspersons or customers complaining about their preoccupations on business deals. The 

rest of the participants were to discuss their cases of food poisoning in different concert halls.  

In the same perspective, the study of such a case like Tlemcen speech community, within a 

complex linguistic setting like Algeria- that is considered as a core sketch, for decades, of an 

unbalanced equation that strings the political status of the language with the practical usage 

dominating the Algerian speech network- makes the case study far more tricky for many 

different reasons.To mention first, the French colonization and its linguistic repercussions 

http://www.rjoe.org.in/
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upon the Algerians. Second, the ethnic affiliation of the informants, and later, the 

geographical and gender's belongings. All these factors altogether make out of the study an 

extreme handicap. H. Tengour(1993) says in this regard, '' Les 

Algeriensdeviennentindépendants, mais ne se libèrent pas. Le constat se réalise au milieu 

d'une accumulation de frustration. De plus, la France est plus présente que 

jamaisenchaqueAlgèriens…''  

Tlemcen a Case Study 

We may cite some sample instances that illustrate such divergent linguistic complexity in 

Tlemcen speech community. 

/ kimᴂ jəɁʊlʊ dimaʃi Ɂᴂrimeijħmihʃ lɁᴂnʊn/; 

'' as they say, the law does not protect the dupes''. 

The broadcast guest who is a male responded in the following way; 

/lᴂ maʃidimajʕrᴂfʃlqanʊn/  

'' No, it's not the one who ignores the law'' 

In such an example, we note some differences at the phonological level chiefly at, ''di'' 

which is in English ''that'', and it is pronounced ''li'' among males. Far more important the 

phoneme 'q' in /qanʊn/ is pronounced /Ɂ/ among females; and/q/ among males. 

In another example, an intercepted woman says /ħaɁida։ʕ/, '' I lost my right'', to be 

later on responded to by the male broadcast guest; /la ħaqəkmada։ʃkɒmpletmɒn˜/, to mean; 

(''No, you did not lose your right completely'').  

In such two expressions, we may note that /ħạqi/; ''my right'' is uttered twice 

differently.  /ħaɁi/ among the female informants, and /ħaqi/ among the male ones.  

The following table illustrates other differences that exist between the two sexes in 

Tlemcen speech network: 

 

Pronunciation of /a/ and /Ɛ/ among males and females in Tlemcen 

/a/ /Ɛ/ English equivalent 

/ħmạɁ/ /ħmƐɁ/ mad 

/felaɁ/ /felƐɁ/ split 

/ʕalaɁ/ /ʕalaɁ/ hang 

/faɁ/ /fƐɁ/ woke up 

/ṣlaɁ/ /ṣlƐɁ/ boil over 

/ħaɁʊ/ /ħƐɁʊ/ his share / his right 

 

The above examples illustrate that the two genders' use of language differs at the 

phonological level; that is well deputized through the pronunciation of /Ɛ/ and /a/.The 

subsequent examples show how much different is the use between the two sexes at the 

morphological level:  

How different is the Use between the two Sexes at the Morphological Level? 

http://www.rjoe.org.in/
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Females Males English equivalent 

/hʊman/ /hʊma/ they 

/rɒħ/ /əmʃi/ go 

/hawada/ /hahʊwa/ here it is. 

/djƐl/ /ntӕʕ/ belongs to 

/faɁ/ /ftan/ woke up 

/Ɂam/ /nad/ s/he got up 

 

Worth to mention here that out of 1200 minutes of discussion in different broadcasting 

sessions studied, we observed that the pronunciation of /ntӕʕ/ and /djƐl/; which means, 

''belong to'', varies according to the sex of the speaker. However, this behavior is not static, 

i.e. out of 379 times that we encountered the two variants; the percentages were as follows 

between the two sexes: 

Realization of /djƐl/ and /ntᴂʕ/ among Females and Males in Tlemcen 

Variables 

                         Sex 

/djƐl/ /ntᴂʕ/ 

Females 91.38‰ 21.85‰ 

Males 08.61‰ 78.14‰ 

 

The rates obtained explain how much the use of these variants began to be mixed, and a 

displacement of use of these features starts to increase progressively. We can state an 

example in the same context to show the difference that exists in the pronunciation of the 

same word between the two sexes. For example, the word ''They'' varies at the phonological 

level as illustrated through the percentages obtained from the radio sessions. 

 

Realization of /hʊma/ and /hʊma։n/ among Females and Males in Tlemcen 

Variables 

                            Sex 

/hʊma/ /hʊma։n/ 

Females 33.33‰ 90‰ 

Males  66.66‰ 10‰ 

 

On the same scale of importance, the pronunciation of the letter '' ض'';/dʕ/ varies between 

males and females from one side, and according to its position in the world from another side. 

The letter is sometimes pronounced /𝛛/, and /tʕ/ other times as clearly illustrated through the 

following table:  

Realization of /dʕ/ between the two Sexes 

Variants  The beginning of the 

word 

Middle of the word End of the word 

Females  /tʕahri/ /xṭar/ /bjǝṭ/ 

http://www.rjoe.org.in/
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Males /dʕahri/ /xḍar/ /bjǝḍ/ 

English equivalent  My back Green White 

 

To note again, the pronunciation of /ḍ/ as /ṭ/ is another feature that characterizes the female 

speech community in Tlemcen; as /ṭṭaw/, /ṭṭlam/, /ṭṭrab/, /beṭṭa/ (respectively in English 

means, 'light, darkness, hit, eggs) 

A collection of expressions is delivered from various radio broadcasted emissions dealt with 

issues such as 'Law and Society' is delivered to spotlight the local culture and the tone of the 

Tlemceni female sex, in contrast with males which do not share the same, phonological, and 

morphological characteristics as women. This, in general, stretches back to many social, 

professional reasons; such as traveling, working outside the region, contact with foreigners.  

Some of the Expressions that characterize the Tlemceni Female Community 

Pronunciation English equivalent 

/maniʃʕaɁlafajǝnʕmǝltsʊ/ I do not know where I put it. 

/jǝskʊnfǝldʒbǝl/ He lives in the mountain 

/fɒɁtsbǝkri/ I woke up early 

/dɒɁ ṭṣibħalmra/ You will find a bride 

/ntsinӕǝʃʃitӕn di beṣaħ/ It's you the devil 

/ʕmǝllɁalalfɒɁ lga։zwǝgdiʕlih/ Put the cooking dish on fire 

/mʕamrabǝlbӕɁ/ Full of bugs 

/maɁӕtsliʃʕli։h/ She didn't tell me 

/jɁʊlʊbǝdi/ They said that 

/rimʕalaɁ/ It is hanging  

/ħalwaħdinjzidʊjʊmӕjǝn/ Some of them will stay for two more days 

/kӕjǝnlah w bӕɁilӕh/ God exists 

/matalbuni ma Ɂalʊli/ They neither asked nor told me. 

 

Qualitative Analysis 

The results obtained in the various variables led to conclude the qualitative differences 

between the characteristics that feature the so-called 'Urban' speakers living in Tlemcen 

downtown and those living in rural areas, representing the rural speech community. 

Throughout the different interviews, questionnaires held with fabric and clothes artisans; I 

noted that there is a code switching toward another variety depending on the geographical 

belonging of the female speakers; particularly those coming from rural areas. To note, for 

instance, a rural woman asked the dealer about the price of a kind of texture; 'how much does 

a meter cost' /ʃħaljdirlelmiṭ/, the shopkeeper replied, it costs 300ADinar. /hadajdirsǝti։nmja/. 

A while later, an urban woman asked about the same product, however, in a different way; 

'how much does this texture cost please' ; /alahjxelikʃħaljǝʕmǝl had lǝɁmaʃ/, then a third one 

asked the same question /ʃħaljǝʕmǝllelmiṭ/, the shopkeeper replied to the two last questions in 

http://www.rjoe.org.in/
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the following way: /hadakjǝʕmǝlsǝti։nmjӕxtsi/ 'it costs 300ADinar. This answer denotes that 

the shopkeeper answers differently according to the client's geographical belonging. Far more 

important, I concluded that the majority of male informants prefer the use of the uvular /q/ 

and to a great extent /g/ instead of the Arabic guttural /Ɂ/ in mixed  conversations, but not 

within their family members believing that they will be seen as females among others; chiefly 

the use of the glottal stop /Ɂ/ instead of /g/ or /q/. 

 

The percentages obtained from the various statistics show that women maintain the use of 

some voiced features, as evidenced with certain 'privileges' as it is crystallized in the tables 

below, compared to men. Wartburg(1925) says in this context; '' la pronunciation des voyelles 

chez la population féminine ne diffère pas seulement de celle des hommes, qui possèdent des 

voyelles plus pure et plus claire, mais de quartier á quartier et quelquefoismêmed'individu á 

individu'' 6 To mean '' The pronunciation of vowels among the female population does not 

only differ from that of men, who possess purer and clearer vowels, but also from 

neighborhood to another and sometimes from individual to individual''.  

Gender and Lexical Change 

 

Another phenomenon had been examined upon studying language use between the two 

genders in Tlemcen speech network; is that speakers from rural and regional areas are highly 

influenced by Tlemceni speech variety. This phenomenon is widespread among many other 

dialects where loyalty is to the strongest. /ʕabi/, /xʊ/, /ӕdʒi/, /kamǝl/, to mean ' take it', 'take', 

'come', 'all' respectively, are typical examples to illustrate such a linguistic behavior, but 

avoiding the phonological features that characterize Tlemceni speech variety like; /Ɂ/ in 

/Ɂasǝm/(English 'what'; where the glottal stop /Ɂ/ is supplanted by /w/ to become /wasǝm/. 

Another phenomenon attracts my attention in the data collection process. The male's 

linguistic behavior in Tlemcen, in general, depends on the ''context'' where the speaker uses 

his dialectal etiquette, as Fishman (1972) says; ''To whom are you speaking''. This 

phenomenon is more patent between women, where I noted that the female speakers with 

rural backgrounds, and who are in daily contact with Tlemceni women, use Tlemceni Lexical 

repertoire. Yet, some of them mix the two urban and rural varieties, the fact that explains 

some utterances like /Ɂʷʃӕrats/ meaning 'socks'; however, among Tlemceni speech variety, it 

is pronounced /tsɁӕʃir/, and /Ɂʊliwǝlah/ 'swear' where they mix /Ɂ/ with /i/ the feminine 

possessive pronoun . 

 

To note too, females 'speech in Tlemcen is featured by the pronunciation of some vocabulary 

utterances like /faiwǝɁ/, to mean 'when'; males, instead, pronounce it /faweɁ/ or /fiwek/, or 

/waktӕʃ/.Another instance, but this time, to show the differences between the two genders at 

the phonological and lexical levels, where females say /nɁǝd/, instead males say /nqǝd/, to 

mean''I can''. 

http://www.rjoe.org.in/
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Far more important, I concluded that the phonological, morphological, lexical, or even 

semantic differences among the two genders in Tlemcen are in danger, that is the great range 

of speakers in Tlemcen are in daily contact with other rural speakers who recently settled – 

invaded- the urban city to study, or for many other reasons. That latter fact will be a good fuel 

to the fusion of such Tlemceni dialect with its main linguistic etiquette /Ɂ/. 

/Ɂ/, /q/, /g/ Variables among Men's Gradual Aging in Tlemceni Arabic 

Variables 

Men's Ages 

/Ɂ/ /q/ /g/ 

6-18 28.68% 42.37% 28.94% 

19-30 27.06% 64.08% 08.85% 

31-40 43.11% 39.98% 16.90% 

41-50 46.72% 45.29% 07.98% 

51-65 83.56% 10.94% 05.49% 

 

 
 

 

Women, on the contrary, cast doubt on the non-similarity of their linguistic behavior as being 

more conservative to their gender etiquette. 

/Ɂ/, /q/, /g/ Variables among Women's Gradual Aging in Tlemceni Arabic 

Variable 

           Women's 

Ages 

/Ɂ/ /q/ /g/ 

6-18 87.19% 08.76% 04.05% 

19-30 81.23% 11.13% 17.63% 

31-40 86.14% 09.72% 04.13% 

41-50 88.17% 07.77% 04.06% 

51-65 94.66% 03.39% 01.94% 
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To note first that the data collected included 50 persons for each category of age. The 

statistics and results reveal that the pronunciation of the already stated variants /Ɂ/, /q/, /g/ 

differ from one speaker to another depending on both sex and age. This dissimilarity in 

practicing/using Tlemceni speech variety stretches back to socio-cultural factors. As we may 

hear the pronunciation of /q/ as /Ɂ among males from 19-30 years old; estimated to 27.06% 

due to the mixture of such category of speakers with others from other parts out of Tlemcen. 

By contrast, the results obtained among females aged 19-30 years; show that 81.23% 

pronounce /Ɂ/ since females at that age stick to, and maintain their social class belonging. 

Consequently, they rarely meet others from rural backgrounds; believing that such category is 

not civilized from one side, and chiefly because women in Tlemcen in general, got married to 

men from the same families which belong to the same social stratification on the other side.   

 

Conclusion 

Through the analysis above, the pronunciation of some variants varies gradually from one age 

to the next and perfectly differs from one gender to another in Tlemcen speech network. 

Surprisingly, I concluded that a combination of these variables began to come into sight. 

Among such variables to mark the birth of a new predominant new form/ model of speaking 

in Tlemcen. This latter fact is well deputized through the percentages that are well 

crystallized in the above tables, and that we may see them in the extended category from 19-

30, by virtue of co-habitation between such social, geographical categories on the one hand. 

The rural exodus towards Tlemcen city because of the insecurity in rural areas during the 

1990s, on the other hand. Nonetheless, albeit such social, cultural, geographical factors, it 

remains constant that Tlemceni women maintain and resort to the use of distinctive forms to 

impose their difference. Most probably, nobody will fail to notice that the Tlemceni woman 

differs –entirely/ or slightly- from the man in many linguistic, phonological, lexical forms to 

match her distinctiveness.  
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